WHAT WE THINK WE BECOME

-BUDDHA
Always remember,

YOU ARE (NOT) ALONE.

Thank you for joining us and sharing our love for quotes.

Please share & use this material however you wish to enrich your life.
We hope you are happy today ~Bb
We can never find peace in the outer world until we make peace with ourselves.

-Dalai Lama
Worrying does not take away tomorrow's troubles. It takes away today's peace.
-Randy Armstrong
DON'T WORRY, BE HAPPY.
- BOBBY McFERRIN
Don't let other people hold the key to your peace of mind.
Maturity is learning to walk away from people that threaten your peace of mind.
LIFE IS ALL ABOUT BALANCE.
- Lori Deschene
Forgiveness is for those who are substantial enough to move on.

-Criss Jami
If you are guided by courage, awareness, tranquility and peace, nature will serve you.

-Amit Ray
Love and peace of mind do protect us.

- Bernie Siegel

QUOTE BY: BOLDU
HAPPINESS IS A CHOICE
If you correct your mind, the rest of your life will fall into place.

- Lao Tzu
Anything that costs
your peace is too expensive.
There is no pillow so soft as a clear conscience.
You will see in the world what you carry in your heart.
You’ll never find peace of mind until you listen to your heart.

- George Michael
FORGIVE OTHERS, NOT BECAUSE THEY DESERVE FORGIVENESS, BUT BECAUSE YOU DESERVE PEACE.

- JOHNNATHAN HUIE
Nothing can bring you peace but yourself.

-Ralph Waldo Emerson
DEPRESSED = PAST
ANXIOUS = FUTURE
PEACE = PRESENT
When we are mindful... we begin to be filled with acceptance, joy, peace + love.

Thich Nhat Hanh
Thank you for finishing this sharing this moment with us.

HAVE A WONDERFUL DAY!

Please share with friends if you have enjoyed this material.

Always remember,
You are (not) alone. ~Bb
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